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Nearly a century ago it was recognized1 that radiation absorption
by stellar matter controls the internal temperature profiles within
stars. Laboratory opacity measurements, however, have never been
performed at stellar interior conditions, introducing uncertainties
in stellar models2–5. A particular problem arose2,3,6–8 when refined
photosphere spectral analysis9,10 led to reductions of 30–50 per cent
in the inferred amounts of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen in the Sun.
Standard solar models11 using the revised element abundances disagree with helioseismic observations that determine the internal solar
structure using acoustic oscillations. This could be resolved if the
true mean opacity for the solar interior matter were roughly 15 per
cent higher than predicted2,3,6–8, because increased opacity compensates for the decreased element abundances. Iron accounts for a quarter
of the total opacity2,12 at the solar radiation/convection zone boundary. Here we report measurements of wavelength-resolved iron opacity at electron temperatures of 1.9–2.3 million kelvin and electron
densities of (0.7–4.0) 3 1022 per cubic centimetre, conditions very
similar to those in the solar region that affects the discrepancy the most:
the radiation/convection zone boundary. The measured wavelengthdependent opacity is 30–400 per cent higher than predicted. This
represents roughly half the change in the mean opacity needed to
resolve the solar discrepancy, even though iron is only one of many
elements that contribute to opacity.
In the region of the solar radiation/convection zone boundary11, the
electron temperature Te < 2.1 3 106 K, the electron density ne < 9 3
1022 cm23, and the iron opacity arises mainly from L-shell bound–bound
and bound–free transitions in the 6–16 Å spectral range. There are multiple processes involved in modelling these transitions, including the
electron energy-level structure, photoionization, and continuum lowering. A theoretical challenge is an accurate description of excited atomic
states, which are prevalent at solar interior temperatures. Plasma linebroadening models are both untested and important in this regime,
because photons are more readily transported in the ‘windows’ between
the lines and broader lines tend to close the opacity windows. Finally,
there is at present no consensus on how to model the autoionizing
levels adequately13.
Stellar interior energy transport calculations require the Rosseland
mean14, a harmonic average over photon energy. The large range of stellar
constituents and conditions makes it impractical to measure all the mean
opacities that are needed. Therefore, here we measured wavelengthdependent opacities over a range of densities and temperatures in an
attempt to understand the different physical processes.
There were three main impediments15,16 to laboratory opacity measurements at stellar interior conditions that were surmounted by the Sandia
Z facility16–18: (1) a macroscopic sample had to be uniformly heated to
stellar interior conditions; (2) the sample had to contain an electron population distribution that could be described by the local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) (in the Sun, this distribution is enforced by the radiation field); and (3) a spectrally smooth X-ray backlight was needed that
was sufficiently bright to overcome sample self-emission. A spectrometer
that views the backlight directly and through the sample determines the
spectrally resolved transmission. The opacity is inferred by taking the
natural log of the transmission and dividing by the areal density. The first
such measurements for high-energy-density matter19 were published
in 1988, at temperatures about a factor of four lower than at the solar
radiation/convection zone boundary. Later experiments15,20 refined the
method, but the maximum temperature did not exceed approximately
0.9 3 106 K.
An important step forward was realized in 2007 when the Z-facility
opacity science platform16,17 provided iron transmission laboratory measurements at 1.8 3 106 K. These experiments created the iron charge
states that exist in the solar radiation/convection zone boundary region,
but Te and ne were still too low to test solar opacity models definitively.
Higher-Te and -ne measurements have now been developed by exploiting the increased X-ray power at the Z facility18 and sample design
improvements21. The Fe/Mg sample foils are heated during the ,10 ns
radiation source assembly phase (Fig. 1 and Methods) and backlit when
the radiation source stagnation provides a backlight of duration ,3 ns
and spectral radiance equivalent to a ,350 eV Planckian. The Planckequivalent radiation flux of ,210 eV at the sample drives the electronic
populations to form a replica of the LTE distribution. The conditions
are controlled by tamping the sample expansion with different thicknesses of plastic (CH) and Be. The backlight time is fixed relative to the
heating radiation, so heavily tamped samples that expand more slowly
are at a higher density and temperature at the time the absorption spectrum is measured (Extended Data Fig. 1).
We performed measurements over a range of Te/ne values to gain an
understanding of the physical processes that control the opacity (see
Methods). The Te/ne values inferred using K-shell spectroscopic analysis22
of Mg intermixed with the Fe were 1.91 3 106 K/7 3 1021 cm23; 1.97 3
106 K/2 3 1022 cm23; 2.11 3 106 K/3.1 3 1022 cm23; and 2.26 3 106 K/4
3 1022 cm23. The Te and ne accuracies are 64% and 625%, respectively.
The highest Te reported here exceeds the radiation/convection zone
boundary temperature by approximately 4%, whereas ne is a factor of
,2.3 lower.
The measurements at these four conditions (Fig. 2) show that as the
Te/ne values are increased, the opacity rises, the prominent line features
shrink with respect to the nearby quasi-continuum, the ‘windows’ between
the lines fill in, and the lines become broader. The SCRAM23 opacity
model (Fig. 2) predicts similar trends, but the degree of change effected
by raising Te and ne is strikingly smaller. The agreement is best at the
lowest Te/ne conditions and deteriorates as Te and ne increase.
A comparison of the 2.11 3 106 K/3.1 3 1022 cm23 measured opacity
spectrum with several opacity models is shown in Fig. 3. The OPAL24
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Figure 1 | Experiment diagram and example transmission image. a, Three
to four spectrometers view the ‘half-moon’-shaped tamped iron/magnesium
sample (not to scale). Each uses multiple slits to project spatially resolved
images onto a convex crystal that disperses the spectrum before recording
on film (not shown). The set-up measures the unattenuated (tamper only) and
the attenuated (tamper plus FeMg) spectra in the same experiment. b, A
spatially resolved and spectrally resolved transmission image is obtained by
dividing the attenuated spectral image by the unattenuated image. Darker
regions correspond to higher absorption. The white portion of the image
corresponds to ,100% transmission.

and OP25,26 models are most frequently used in astrophysics, although
the OPAS model has recently been used12 to calculate solar opacities.
Unfortunately, wavelength-dependent OPAL calculations are no longer
available. OP calculations generally yield values lower than the data
values and the wavelengths of the strong spectral features disagree
(Fig. 3a). The latter implies that the OP energy-level structure is not
sufficiently accurate and the former is consistent with a hypothesis that
OP does not account for all of the transitions present in the actual solar
plasma. Comparisons with the ATOMIC27, OPAS12, and SCO-RCG28
models (Fig. 3b) show that these models also yield values notably lower
than the data values over most of the spectral range. The strong bound–
bound feature wavelengths agree reasonably well, but none of these
models reproduces the measured opacity spectra. These models have
been more recently formulated or updated than the OP model and they
exploit the advances in computing power that have occurred in the last
decade. OP and ATOMIC use line-by-line atomic physics calculations
while the other models employ a hybrid approach that combines lineby-line calculations for the strongest transitions and a statistical treatment for the myriad weaker transitions.
The predicted Rosseland mean opacities for iron are lower than the
measured Rosseland mean values by 1.75, 1.67, 1.53, 1.75, and 1.57 for
the OP, SCRAM, OPAS, ATOMIC, and SCO-RCG models, respectively. These comparisons use the Be-tamped measurement conditions
(2.11 3 106 K/3.1 3 1022 cm23), account for the instrument resolution
effect, and are restricted to the 7.0–12.7 Å range reported here. The Betamper data reflect the measurements at high Te/ne with the best accuracy
and they generally support the validity of the thick-CH measurements
(see Methods). These differences are large compared to the roughly
611% experimental uncertainty in the Rosseland mean. Ratios of the
experimental and model opacities as a function of wavelength further
quantify the discrepancies (Fig. 3c). The differences between the ratios
calculated for the various models at specific wavelengths can help formulate hypotheses for the discrepancies.
First, the predicted opacity is lower than the measurement by a factor
of 1.3–1.9 in the short-wavelength (7–10 Å) range. Models predict that
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Figure 2 | Measured iron opacity spectra at four Te/ne values compared with
calculations. The SCRAM23 model calculations (blue lines) account for the
instrument resolution. Red lines denote the measurements and the error bars
represent 1s uncertainties. The measurements combine information from
22 separate experiments, each with three or four independent spectrometers
that each record 4–6 spectra. The numbers of experiments used to
infer the average opacities presented here were as follows: six for the
1.91 3 106 K/7 3 1021 cm23 results; one for the 1.97 3 106 K/2 3 1022 cm23
results; five for the 2.11 3 106 K/3.1 3 1022 cm23 results; and ten for the
2.26 3 106 K/4 3 1022 cm23 results.

bound–free transitions dominate over bound–bound transitions for
wavelengths shorter than ,9.5 Å (Extended Data Fig. 3). If the data are
correct (see below and Methods), then two possible explanations are
that (1) models neglect additional bound–bound features in the short
wavelength range or (2) predictions for the photoionization bound–
free contribution are low in this spectral range. Second, the measured
opacities in the windows between the strong spectral features are higher
than the model predictions. At the same time, the peak opacity agreement of the strong spectral features varies from feature to feature and
from model to model. We note that even among the model predictions
there are ,50% variations in the strength of certain strong spectral features. Furthermore, the measured widths of the strong prominent line
features are broader than the predictions. These facts together suggest that
there are missing transitions from the models, the Stark and/or autoionization broadening of the line features is larger than predicted, or both.
The comparisons imply that revisions are needed to the current descriptions of photon absorption by atoms in high-energy-density plasmas.
This finding has broad implications for astrophysics and in the laboratory, so it is essential to determine whether the problem lies with the
experimental methods. We established experimental reliability and reproducibility by incorporating approximately 450 spectra recorded in 22
separate experiments. We examined many possible systematic errors,
including transmission errors, plasma diagnostic accuracy, departures
from LTE, extraneous background, sample flaws, spatial and temporal
gradients, and tamper attenuation and emission. These effects were found
to be too small to influence the conclusions drawn above.
The measured iron opacity affects our understanding of the solar interior. We evaluate the impact by first computing the wavelength-dependent
opacity for the solar interior composition9 and the OP opacities25,26 at
Te 5 2.11 3 106 K and ne 5 3.1 3 1022 cm23 (Fig. 4), the values of the
Be-tamped experiment. We then replace the OP iron contribution in
the measured wavelength range with the experimental results, while
the opacity contributions from the other solar matter constituents are
kept the same. The impact on the solar mixture Rosseland mean depends
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Figure 3 | Comparisons of iron opacity spectra with multiple models
at the solar radiation/convection zone boundary temperature. The
Te 5 2.11 3 106 K, ne 5 3.1 3 1022 cm23 conditions displayed here were
deemed to be the most accurate; the opacity represents an average obtained by
combining information from five separate experiments with four independent
spectrometers. The calculations account for the instrument resolution and
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Figure 4 | Measured iron opacity impact on solar mixture Rosseland
mean. The opacity of a plasma with solar composition9 is calculated with
OP25,26 (green line; log scale on left axis) at the experiment conditions
(Te 5 2.11 3 106 K, ne 5 3.1 3 1022 cm23). The opacity for the same plasma
using the measured iron opacity is generally higher (red line; log scale on left
axis). The Rosseland mean opacity percentage change per unit wavelength
(DKrl) is denoted with a blue line (linear scale on right axis). Spectral features
where the blue curve is below the dashed line reduce the solar mixture
Rosseland mean and features above the dashed line raise it.
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the experiment error bars represent 1s uncertainties. a, Comparison with the
OP model25,26 that is used for solar modelling. The dashed lines are the
Rosseland mean opacities calculated for this wavelength range. b, Comparisons
with the ATOMIC, OPAS and SCO-RCG models. c, Ratio of the experiment
opacity to the opacities modelled by SCRAM, OP and SCO-RCG.

on the ratio of the measured to calculated iron opacity (Fig. 3c), the
Rosseland mean weighting function, and the relative importance of the
iron contribution to the total opacity at each wavelength. The percentage change per unit wavelength in the Rosseland mean caused by using
the experimental iron measurement as a function of wavelength (Fig. 4)
helps to identify which spectral features have the most impact on the
Sun’s opacity. Integrated over wavelength, the Rosseland mean for this
mixture of solar constituents is 7 6 3% higher when the experimental iron
opacity is used. This is about half of the opacity adjustment required8 to
restore agreement between standard solar models11 and helioseismology.
The present experiments imply that model corrections are probably
needed for all the solar constituents ionized into the L-shell, including
Ni, Cr, Ti, and Ca. Experiments with Ni and Cr are in progress, both to
help evaluate hypotheses for the model–experiment discrepancy observed
for iron and to determine whether additional revisions to the solar opacity are appropriate. Future work will attempt to increase the experimental
electron density by a factor of 2.3, to achieve opacity measurements at
the Te and ne that are believed to exist at the solar radiation/convection
zone boundary region.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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16–18,22,29,30

Experimental methods. The Z-facility opacity science platform
samples
consist of thin ‘half-moon’-shaped FeMg films sandwiched by low-Z tamper materials (Extended Data Fig. 1, Extended Data Table 1). Optical microscopy confirmed that the samples were free of non-uniformities that can artificially reduce
the inferred opacity. Profilometry verified that the ‘half-moon’ boundary sharpness
was approximately 10 mm or less. Profilometry and interferometry sample thickness
measurements provided an upper bound on the sample areal density, because the
fabrication methods produce thin films with densities lower than the bulk density.
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)31 provided primary areal density
measurements with an accuracy of better than ,4% for the individual sample
constituents. Three separate RBS laboratories measured many of the sample areal
densities with an average standard deviation of 63%. A small group of samples
was also measured by weighing a precisely determined sample area. This measurement agreed with the RBS measurements.
The results described here are based on 22 Z experiments conducted over a
three-year period. The diagnostic configuration was refined over the course of
this work and the transmission determination method depends on the configuration. Four X-ray crystal spectrometers were employed, configured to view the
backlight at a combination of angles with respect to the Z-pinch axis: 19u, 29u
and 0u. These spectrometers provide multiple simultaneous measurements of the
attenuated and unattenuated backlight spectra from each single experiment. Here,
the term ‘attenuated’ refers to the reduction in backlight intensity by the FeMg
layer; all signals include the attenuation by the low-Z tamper plasma.
The spectrometer fields of view were restricted by a aperture 1 mm wide located
17 mm above the sample. An array of either four or six 50-mm-wide slits provided a
spatial resolution of ,100 mm perpendicular to the ‘half-moon’ boundary. Each
slit projects a nominally identical spatially resolved and spectrally resolved image
onto the detector. The collection of slit-imaged spectra enables an in situ determination of any crystal artefacts and the variance of the multiple nominally identical
spectra determines the spectral radiance random uncertainty. The potassium acid
phthalate crystals were cylindrically bent to a radius of either 15.24 cm or 22.86 cm
and are located 410 cm from the source. The data are recorded on Kodak RAR
2492 film. The instrument spectral resolution is limited by the crystal and was
measured32 in the wavelength l < 7–10 Å range to be l/dl < 800–1,000. Each
spectrometer covers a range of approximately 5–6 Å. The data were recorded over
6–16 Å, but here we report only data from 7–12.7 Å. At shorter wavelengths the data
require additional corrections for backlight variability and at longer wavelengths
the data require corrections for second-order crystal reflections and possibly sample
self-emission. Work to perform these corrections is in progress.
Transmission and opacity analysis. The spectrometers record 20–24 spectrally
resolved and spatially resolved images from each experiment, from different viewing angles and with different spectral ranges. The 22 experiments discussed here
required analysis of more than 450 spectral images. We regard this data set as the
minimum needed to provide benchmark-quality opacity tests, because such tests
require15,16
(1) multiple measurements to determine simultaneously the attenuated and unattenuated signals, to provide random uncertainty evaluations, and to reject artificial
features from crystal defects;
(2) transmission measurements with different areal densities, in order to extend
the dynamic range and verify proper scaling with sample thickness according to
the Beer–Lambert–Bouguer Law;
(3) repeated experiments to verify reproducibility;
(4) tamper-only experiments to verify the transmission accuracy;
(5) measurements with different Te/ne conditions to help unravel multiple entangled
processes; and
(6) experiments with different tamper materials to evaluate possible systematic
errors.
Each spectrally resolved image is digitized and corrected for the spatial magnification and spectral dispersion. The film optical density is converted to exposure33
and agreement among measurements obtained at varying exposures with different
diagnostic configurations and sample thicknesses confirmed the conversion accuracy. Multiple methods were developed to obtain the transmission. Here, we summarize the method for the five experiments conducted with a CH 1 Be tamper
(Extended Data Fig. 2 and Extended Data Table 1). Four spectrometers recorded
data at 69u on each experiment, two with crystals of radius 15.24 cm (designated
CCP4a and CCP10a) and two with crystals of radius 22.86 cm (designated CCP4b
and CCP10b). Three of these experiments employed a FeMg ‘half-moon’ design and
two used a tamper-only sample. The 9u spectrometer angle of view combined with
the measured ,1.5 mm backlight-to-sample distance34 implies that the 19u spectrometer views the backlight centre through the FeMg portion of the ‘half-moon’
sample and the 29u spectrometer views the backlight centre through the tamper-only

portion. Thus, the spectrally resolved transmission can be inferred by dividing the
19u spectrometer signal by the 29u spectrometer signal.
The measurements using the crystals of radii 15.24 cm and 22.86 cm are analysed as two separate groups to avoid possible crystal reflectivity differences. The
unattenuated measurements demonstrate the reproducibility for these five experiments (Extended Data Fig. 2a). The absolute fractional percentage standard deviation [s/I]abs averaged over 8–12 Å was 65.8% and the relative fractional percentage
standard deviation [s/I]rel was 63.3%. Therefore, we use the mean spectral intensity to represent the unattenuated spectrum.
The attenuated and unattenuated spectral intensities used to determine the transmission on experiment Z2624 are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2b. The transmissions from each crystal on Z2624 are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2c. The error
bars represent 1s uncertainties obtained by convolving the uncertainties in the
attenuated and unattenuated measurements. The dashed lines correspond to the
fractional transmission uncertainty. The transmission uncertainty averaged over
the 8.5–12.5 Å range that provides the best accuracy is 610% for both the CCP10a
and CCP10b spectrometers. These are independent measurements of the same
physical quantity and the uncertainty in the mean absolute transmission is therefore approximately 67%. The relative uncertainty as a function of wavelength is of
the order of 62%, but the exact value depends on the wavelength range considered.
The optical depth obtained by taking the natural log of the mean transmission
measured on Z2624 (Extended Data Fig. 2d) includes Fe and Mg contributions. To
proceed, we calculate the Mg optical depth with the PrismSPECT model35 using the
Mg areal densities determined with RBS. The iron optical depth is inferred by subtracting the Mg calculation from the FeMg result. The mean opacity from the three
Be-tamped iron opacity experiments is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2e, along with
the fractional uncertainties. These results are then combined (Extended Data Fig. 2f)
to infer an overall mean opacity for the Be-tamped experiment conditions. The opacity uncertainty is 610% over a broad wavelength range, rising to 615% near the
short-wavelength end of the spectrum. This relatively small uncertainty is obtained
by averaging repeated experiments that each provide multiple opacity measurements.
Systematic error evaluation. The estimated 610% opacity uncertainty over the
8.5–12.5 Å range is small compared to the 30–400% differences between the Betamped measurement and the opacity models (Fig. 3). Discrepancies of this order,
their persistence for all tested opacity models, and their importance for both astrophysics and laboratory experiments make it essential to consider possible systematic
errors. An additional concern is that the data exceed the cold opacity36 by ,36%
(Extended Data Fig. 3a) averaged over the 7–8 Å range. Revisiting the opacity of
room-temperature iron may be warranted because the stated uncertainty of generally accepted37 cold iron opacity measurements is 610%, but recent measurements38
are approximately 40% higher. Nevertheless, it is only possible for the hot iron
plasma opacity to exceed the cold opacity in a particular wavelength range if there
is an important contribution from either bound–bound or resonant bound–free
transitions. According to the SCRAM model, the bound–bound contribution falls
to 50% at ,9.5 Å and it shrinks for shorter wavelengths (Extended Data Fig. 3b).
Furthermore, the combination of bound–bound and bound–free features is expected
to obey the oscillator strength sum rule39. This states that the total oscillator strength
for a given initial state to all final states is equal to the number of electrons. Accordingly, if models underpredict the opacity in a certain wavelength range, then there
should be a compensating overprediction in another wavelength range. Work is in
progress to measure opacity values for the strong n 5 2 to n 5 3 (n is the principal
quantum number) iron L-shell transition arrays that fall in the 12.5–16 Å range.
This could provide insight into the most suitable interpretation of the sum rule.
The systematic error evaluation comprised the majority of the work conducted
for this project and here we provide only a synopsis of the results. The systematic
errors are divided into three categories according to the direction in which they
bias the result with respect to the true value: those that always reduce inferred opacity, those that always increase the inferred opacity, and those that can do either,
depending on the conditions. The systematic error evaluation incorporates both
experimental tests and experimentally benchmarked simulations. The simulations
were performed using the HELIOS40 one-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics
code using measured radiation source characteristics and the experimental geometry.
The simulation credibility was supported by the calculated sample temperature
and density, which match the experimentally measured values for a wide variety
of experiments that included changes in the tamper and sample thicknesses and
compositions.
Initial systematic error tests evaluated whether the transmission scaled with the
areal density according to the Beer–Lambert–Bouguer Law16. This scaling was obeyed
within the experiment uncertainties (Extended Data Fig. 4), which mitigates concerns15,16 from transmission determination errors, extraneous background, tamper
self-emission, and spatial non-uniformities. Satisfying this relationship is necessary,
but not always sufficient, to detect possible systematic errors. Therefore, alternative
experimental and simulation-based tests were conducted.
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Sample contamination and tamper shadowing are possible systematic errors that
can cause an overestimate of the inferred opacity. The RBS sample characterization
verified that the oxygen contamination was 10–100 times lower than the amount
needed to cause a 10% change in the opacity. Other contaminants were smaller and
their contamination did not notably bias the result. We reiterate that the incident
heating radiation, backlight radiation, diagnostic set-up, and data analysis methods
are the same for all the experiments. The tamper is the only experimental set-up
change between the lower-Te/ne results that agree reasonably well with opacity
calculations17 to the present higher-Te/ne results that strongly disagree. Therefore,
we investigated whether increasing the tamper thickness biases the experimental
result.
Tamper shadowing can occur when the tamper used to infer the unattenuated
spectrum is hotter than the tamper behind the FeMg layer, because the FeMg absorbs
some fraction of the incident photons. If the attenuation in the shadowed tamper
is larger, then the inferred iron opacity would be larger than the true value. The
quantitative influence of tamper shadowing on the opacity depends on the Te and
ne values. The shadowing effect on the opacity grows monotonically with increasing wavelength, is smaller for thinner FeMg layers, and smaller for thinner or lessattenuating tampers. Simulations40 estimate negligible effects for all the CH tampers
at wavelengths less than approximately 10.5 Å. However, at longer wavelengths,
tamper shadowing is calculated to cause a significant (.5%) change in the inferred
opacity for the 70-mm-thick CH tamper. This concern motivated our replacement
of part of the thick CH tamper with Be. The Be attenuation is less than for an equivalent mass of CH and is negligible for the range of possible Te/ne conditions. A
comparison of the Be-tamped results with the thick-CH-tamped results confirmed
that there was little difference in the inferred opacity below 10.5 Å. The thick-CHtamped results presented here were corrected for the shadowing effect in the 10.5–
12.7 Å range using the simulation results. However, this introduces a possible error
that is difficult to quantify. Therefore, we regard the Be-tamped results to be the
most accurate.
Possible systematic errors that cause an underestimate of the inferred opacity
include extraneous background, tamper self-emission, and iron self-emission. The
first two effects are similar: they both add an extra signal that is not altered by the
iron absorption to both the attenuated and unattenuated spectra, causing the inferred
iron opacity to be lower than the true value. The imaging spectrometers account
for the spatially homogeneous background, but spatially imaged extraneous background could arise, for example, from plasma that emerges from the Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum near the end of the experiment. Tamper self-emission is also
expected to be small. However, both the emerging Z-pinch plasma and the tamper
might emit over a long time in comparison to the backlight duration. The 1-mmwide Ti aperture installed between the sample and the spectrometer lines of sight
restricts the observed plasma volume and helps mitigate these effects.
Nevertheless, there is one finding that could suggest that either extraneous background or tamper self-emission is present: for some experiments the observed Mg
Hea and Heb transmissions are approximately 15% higher at the line centre than
models predict. This might suggest that the true opacity near these wavelengths is
higher than reported here, increasing the discrepancy with iron opacity model predictions. This observation could also be affected by the large optical depths of these
lines at the line centre; for these lines the radiation transport calculations are complex. Furthermore, Beer–Lambert–Bouguer scaling tests with varying thickness of
iron provide evidence that extraneous background and tamper self-emission are
not important. In addition, the general agreement between iron opacities inferred
with CH and CH 1 Be tampers indicates that tamper self-emission is unimportant. Finally, HELIOS simulations also predict small contributions from the CH
self-emission. These multiple investigations provide evidence that extraneous background and tamper self-emission are unimportant, but a definitive conclusion awaits
an explanation for the higher-than-expected Mg Hea and Heb transmission values.
The effect of iron self-emission tends to be largest for optically thick lines and for
the long wavelength portion of the spectrum. Calculations using HELIOS40 simulations that account for the fact that the iron self-emission might persist longer than
the backlight duration show that iron self-emission causes less than a 20% effect on
the inferred opacity in the 7–12.7 Å region. Both Beer–Lambert–Bouguer scaling
tests and the lack of any observed iron emission lines from the portion of the

sample that is heated, but not backlit, provide experimental evidence that the iron
self-emission is small. We therefore do not correct the inferred opacity reported
here for self-emission.
Effects that could either raise or lower the inferred opacity include sample areal density errors, transmission errors, spatial non-uniformities, temporal non-uniformities,
deviations from LTE, and plasma diagnostic errors. Sample areal density errors are
precluded by the RBS and interferometry measurements described above. Systematic transmission errors were investigated by analysing tamper-only experiments—
where the transmission is known to equal unity—with the same methods applied
to the FeMg ‘half-moon’ samples. The transmission deviations were found to be
comparable to or less than the estimated uncertainty. Spatial non-uniformities were
directly measured using specially designed samples41 and were estimated using
HELIOS simulations40. The effects were found to be small. Temporal non-uniformity
effects estimated using HELIOS simulations were small. Deviations from LTE were
investigated using the PrismSPECT model35 to calculate the FeMg plasma transmission in both LTE and non-LTE at the plasma Te and ne values inferred from the
LTE Mg K-shell spectral analysis. The non-LTE calculations included the radiation
field at the sample using measurements of the time-dependent radiation source
spatial distribution and the geometric dilution. The main effects predicted by these
calculations are a slight decrease in the average ionization and a ground-state population increase. The latter increases the strong spectral feature opacities, decreases
the valleys between these strong features and therefore notably increases the discrepancy between model predictions and measurements of iron opacity. Finally,
the displayed model–experiment comparisons employed the nominal Te/ne values
obtained from an LTE analysis of the Mg K-shell spectra22. Iron opacity calculations
were also done using the SCRAM model over the range of the Te/ne uncertainties
(Extended Data Fig. 5). The calculations at the lowest Te value and the highest ne
value agree slightly better with the measurements, but the improvement is small
compared to the model–experiment discrepancy.
Eleven different potential systematic errors were evaluated. None appears to
explain the reported discrepancy between opacity model calculations and the iron
opacity data. If the data are correct, then our understanding of radiation interactions with atoms in high-energy-density plasma must be revised. Given the impact
on both astrophysics and laboratory physics, continued scrutiny of the existing
data and execution of new experiments designed to test hypotheses for the model–
experiment discrepancies is warranted.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Schematic diagram of four sample configurations
used in Z opacity experiments. The FeMg layer (red line) is completely
encapsulated by the CH (blue) in order to avoid exposure to atmosphere during
the experiment preparation. One sample type employed a Be tamper (yellow) to
provide additional tamping while greatly reducing both the attenuation and

emission in comparison with CH. Te and ne both increase as the tamper mass
increases. The tamper thicknesses and the resulting average Te and ne values22
are listed below each sample type. Experiments were also conducted using
the same tamper construction, but without the FeMg layer, to provide
calibrations of the opacity measurement accuracy.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Data illustrating the transmission determination
method. The five experiments shown here were conducted with a CH 1 Be
tamper. a, The seven measurements of the unattenuated spectral intensity I
from five experiments using the CCP4a and CCP10a spectrometers are denoted
with black lines. The mean spectral intensity ,I. (red) is used to determine
transmission, [s/I]abs represents the absolute percentage unattenuated
spectrum 1s uncertainty (green), and [s/I]rel represents the relative percentage
1s uncertainty as a function of wavelength (blue). A similar collection of
data are obtained from the seven CCP4b and CCP10b spectrometer
measurements. (arb, arbitrary units.) b, The attenuated (red) and unattenuated
(blue) spectral intensities used to determine the transmission on experiment
Z2624. These data were recorded with the CCP4a and CCP10a crystals and a

similar data set (not shown) was recorded with the CCP4b and CCP10b
crystals. c, The transmissions T measured on Z2624 agree within the 1s
uncertainties. d, The optical depth (t, red) inferred by taking the natural log of
the mean transmission measured on Z2624 includes contributions from both
Fe and Mg. The optical depth corresponding to the iron contribution only
(black) is inferred by subtracting the Mg contribution calculated with
PrismSPECT35 (blue) from the FeMg mixture measurement. e, The mean
opacities k inferred from the three Be-tamped iron opacity measurements
(solid), along with 1s fractional absolute uncertainties (dashed). f, These
measurements are combined to infer the overall mean opacity (,k., red) and
associated 1s fractional uncertainty (blue) for these conditions. The error bars
in b, c, and e represent the 1s uncertainty.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | The measured Z iron opacity exceeds the
room-temperature value36 for wavelengths where models predict the opacity
is dominated by photoionization. a, The measured iron opacity from the
Be-tamped result is larger than the room-temperature value36,37 for wavelengths
shorter than approximately 9 Å. The error bars correspond to 1s uncertainties.

b, The SCRAM opacity model predicts that the ratio of the bound–free (BF)
opacity contribution with the total opacity (blue) is larger than the ratio of the
bound–bound (BB) opacity contribution with the total (red) for wavelengths
less than approximately 9.5 Å.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Beer–Lambert–Bouguer scaling test for
Be-tamped iron opacity data. The transmission should scale according to
T2 5 T1Nx2/Nx1, where Nx1 and Nx2 are areal densities associated with
transmissions T1 and T2. The thick iron sample transmission Tthick
(NX < 1.91 3 1018 atoms per cm2) is shown in red (left axis). The average
transmission for the two experiments using a thin iron sample

(NX < 0.98 3 1018 atoms per cm2) was scaled by the ratio of the areal densities
(Tscaled; blue). The error bars represent 1s uncertainties. A quantitative
evaluation is provided by taking the ratio of the transmission difference with the
summed 1s uncertainties (black; right axis). Values below unity (dashed black)
satisfy the scaling test.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Evaluation of changes in the model–data
comparisons at the error bounds determined for the plasma conditions.
The measured iron opacity at Te 5 2.11 3 106 K and ne 5 3.1 3 1022 cm23 is
denoted with a black line, with error bars corresponding to the 1s uncertainty.

SCRAM23 calculations are shown at the nominal conditions in blue, at the
minimum Te, maximum ne in red and at the maximum Te, minimum ne in
green. The minimum Te, maximum ne values lead to the lowest ionization and
the maximum Te, minimum ne values lead to the highest ionization.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Sample specifications for Z opacity experiments

The areal density uncertainties correspond to the standard deviation of multiple RBS measurements. A dash denotes that the component was not present.
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